WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPER INTERN POSITION

Sevan Software INC is a Glendale based small business providing interactive web applications for entertainment industry.

This web application intern position will involve learning the current product line and then implementing the needed updates and features. The right candidate will have the have the skills needed to learn the current system in a short time, and then perform full software development updates on it. This includes understanding user experience improvements, application and database design, documentation, writing and testing efficient code, and deployment.

If you are a new graduate or are finishing up your BS or MS degree, and would like to work on a live web application and experience web technologies, this is the position for you.

Skills & Requirements:

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:

- Junior/Senior BS or MS Computer Science curriculum student or a new graduate.
- Experience in programming using AJAX, Javascript, and HTML and CSS.
- Experience developing modern web applications and functional knowledge of web standards, usability, and best practices.
- Solid programming skills including browser based application experience.
- Self-starting, independent thinker, quick to notice issues and problems, dedicated worker.
- Excellent analytical skills, and detail oriented.
- Eager to learn new skills and valuing the experience of web application development.
- Good communication skills.
- Be innovative, flexible, self-directed, and know how to take guidelines and recommendations.
- Able to learn new technology and software libraries quickly.

BONUS POINTS:

- Experience in YUI3.0 AJAX Library.
- Experience in JQuery Mobile Library.
- Experience in ColdFusion server programming.
- Experience in MySQL

COMPENSATION:

Initial rate of $12 per hour for a period of two months for the learning curve trial period. The rate will be increased to $15 per hour after the trial period.

For the initial contact, please no phone calls. Simply email your resume with a brief message about your current goals to info@sevansoft.com